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Abstract
Machine learning development creates multiple new challenges that are not present in a traditional
software development lifecycle. These include keeping track of the myriad inputs to an ML application
(e.g., data versions, code and tuning parameters), reproducing results, and production deployment. In
this paper, we summarize these challenges from our experience with Databricks customers, and describe
MLflow, an open source platform we recently launched to streamline the machine learning lifecycle.
MLflow covers three key challenges: experimentation, reproducibility, and model deployment, using
generic APIs that work with any ML library, algorithm and programming language. The project has a
rapidly growing open source community, with over 50 contributors since its launch in June 2018.

1

Introduction

Machine learning development requires solving new problems that are not part of the standard software development lifecycle. For example, while traditional software has a well-defined set of product features to be built,
ML development tends to revolve around experimentation: the ML developer will constantly experiment with
new datasets, models, software libraries, tuning parameters, etc. to optimize a business metric such as model
accuracy. Because model performance depends heavily on the input data and training process, reproducibility
is paramount throughout ML development. Finally, in order to have business impact, ML applications need to
be deployed to production, which means both deploying a model in a way that can be used for inference (e.g.,
REST serving) and deploying scheduled jobs to regularly update the model. This is especially challenging when
deployment requires collaboration with another team, such as application engineers who are not ML experts.
Based on our conversations with dozens of Databricks customers that use machine learning, these lifecycle
problems are a major bottleneck in practice. Although today’s ML libraries provide tools for part of the lifecycle,
there are no standard systems and interfaces to manage the full process. For example, TensorFlow offers a
training API and a Serving system [2], but TensorFlow Serving cannot easily be used for models from another
ML library, or from an incompatible version of TensorFlow. In practice, an organization will need to run models
from multiple ML libraries, TensorFlow versions, etc., and has to design its own infrastructure for this task.
Faced with these challenges, many organizations try to “lock down” the ML development process to obtain
reproducibility and deployability. Some organizations develop internal guidelines for ML development, such as
which libraries one can use that the production team will support. Others develop internal ML platforms (e.g.,
Facebook’s FBLearner [6], Uber’s Michelangelo [11] and Google’s TFX [2]): APIs that ML developers must
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use in order to build deployable models. Unfortunately, both approaches limit ML developers in the algorithms
and libraries they can use, decreasing their ability to experiment, and both create substantial engineering work
whenever the ML developers want to use new libraries or models.
In this paper, we summarize our experience with ML lifecycle challenges at Databricks customers and
describe MLflow, an open source ML platform we are developing to address these challenges. MLflow’s key
principle is an open interface design, where data scientists and engineers can bring their own training code,
metrics, and inference logic while benefitting from a structured development process. For example, a “model”
saved in MLflow can simply be a Python function (and associated library dependencies) that MLflow then knows
how to deploy in various environments (e.g., batch or real-time scoring). Other MLflow abstractions are likewise
based on generic interfaces, such as REST APIs and Docker containers. Compared to existing ML platforms like
FBLearner, Michelangelo and TFX, this open interface design gives users flexibility and control while retaining
the benefits of lifecycle management. The current version of MLflow provides APIs for experiment tracking,
reproducible runs and model packaging and deployment, usable in Python, Java and R. We describe these APIs
and some sample MLflow use cases to show how the system can streamline the machine learning lifecycle.

2

Challenges in Machine Learning Development

ML faces many of the challenges in traditional software development, such as testing, code review, monitoring,
etc. In other ways, however, ML applications are different from traditional software, and present new problems.
One of the main differences is that the goal in machine learning is to optimize a specific metric, such as
prediction accuracy, instead of simply meeting a set of functional requirements. For example, for a retailer,
every 1% improvement in prediction accuracy for a recommendation engine might lead to millions of dollars
in revenue, so the ML team working on this engine will continuously want to improve the model. This means
that ML developers wish to continuously experiment with the latest models, software libraries, etc., to improve
target metrics. Beyond this difference in objective, ML applications are more complex to manage because
their performance depends on training data, tuning, and concerns such as overfitting that do not occur in other
applications. Finally, ML applications are often developed by teams or individuals with very different expertise,
and hand-off between these individuals can be challenging. For example, a data scientist might be an expert at
ML training, and use her skills to create a model, but she might need to pass the model to a software engineer
for deployment within an application. Any errors in this process (e.g., mismatched software versions or data
formats) might lead to incorrect results that are hard for a software engineer without ML knowledge to debug.
Based on these requirements in working with ML, we found four challenges to arise repeatedly at ML users:
1. Multitude of tools. Hundreds of software tools cover each phase of ML development, from data preparation
to model training to deployment. However, unlike traditional software development, where teams select one
tool for each phase, ML developers usually want to try every available tool (e.g., algorithm) to see whether
it improves results. For example, a team might try multiple preprocessing libraries (e.g., Pandas and Apache
Spark) to featurize data; multiple model types (e.g. trees and deep learning); and even multiple frameworks for
the same model type (e.g., TensorFlow and PyTorch) to run various models published online by researchers.
2. Experiment tracking. Machine learning results are affected by dozens of configurable parameters, ranging
from the input data to hyperparameters and preprocessing code. Whether an individual is working alone or on a
team, it is difficult to track which parameters, code, and data went into each experiment to produce a model.
3. Reproducibility. Without detailed tracking, teams often have trouble getting the same code to work again.
For example, a data scientist passing her training code to an engineer for use in production might see problems if
the engineer modifies it, and even a user working alone needs to reliably reproduce old results to stay productive.
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4. Production deployment. Moving an application to production can be challenging, both for inference and
training. First, there are a plethora of possible inference environments, such as REST serving, batch scoring and
mobile applications, but there is no standard way to move models from any library to these diverse environments.
Second, the model training pipeline also needs to be reliably converted to a scheduled job, which requires care to
reproduce the software environments, parameters, etc. used in development. Production deployment is especially
challenging because it often requires passing the ML application to a different team with less ML expertise.
To address these problems, we believe that ML development processes should be explicitly designed to
promote reproducibility, deployability, etc. The challenge is how to do so while leaving maximum flexibility for
ML developers to build the best possible model. This led us to the open interface design philosophy for MLflow.

3

MLflow Overview

To structure the ML development process while leaving users maximum flexibility, we built MLflow around
an open interface philosophy: the system should define general interfaces for each abstraction (e.g., a training
step, a deployment tool or a model) that allow users to bring their own code or workflows. For example, many
existing ML tools represent models using a serialization format, such as TensorFlow graphs [1], ONNX [14] or
PMML [9], when passing them from training to serving. This restricts applications to using specific libraries.
In contrast, in MLflow, a model can be represented simply as a Python function (and library dependency information), so any development tool that knows how to run a Python function can run such a model. For more
specialized deployment tools, a model can also expose other interfaces called “flavors” (e.g., an ONNX graph)
while still remaining viewable as just a Python function. As another example, MLflow exposes most of its
features through REST APIs that can called from any programming language.
More specifically, MLflow provides three components, which can either be used together or separately:
• MLflow Tracking, which is an API for recording experiment runs, including code used, parameters, input
data, metrics, and arbitrary output files. These runs can then be queried through an API or UI.
• MLflow Projects, a simple format for packaging code into reusable projects. Each project defines its
environment (e.g., software libraries required), the code to run, and parameters that can be used to call the
project programmatically in a multi-step workflow or in automated tools such as hyperparameter tuners.
• MLflow Models, a generic format for packaging models (both the code and data required) that can work
with diverse deployment tools (e.g., batch and real-time inference).

3.1

MLflow Tracking

MLflow Tracking is an API for logging and querying experiment runs, which consist of parameters, code versions, metrics and arbitrary output files called artifacts. Users can start/end runs and log metrics, parameters and
artifacts using simple API calls, as shown below using MLflow’s Python API:
# Log parameters, which are arbitrary key-value pairs
mlflow.log_param("num_dimensions", 8)
mlflow.log_param("regularization", 0.1)
# Log metrics; each metric can also be updated throughout the run
mlflow.log_metric("accuracy", 0.8)
mlflow.log_metric("r2", 0.4)
# Log artifacts (arbitrary output files)
mlflow.log_artifact("precision_recall.png")
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MLflow Tracking API calls can be inserted anywhere users run code (e.g., standalone applications or Jupyter
notebooks running in the cloud). The tracking API logs results to a local directory by default, but it can also be
configured to log over the network to a server, allowing teams to share a centralized MLflow tracking server and
compare results from multiple developers.
Once users have recorded runs, MLflow allows users to query them through an API or web-based UI (Figure 1). This UI includes the ability to organize runs into groups called Experiments, search and sort them,
and compare groups of runs, enabling users to build a custom leaderboard for each of their ML problems and
even compare results across teams. The UI is inspired by experiment visualization tools such as Sacred [12],
ModelDB [15] and TensorBoard [8], and supports similar visualizations and queries.

Figure 1: MLflow Tracking UI showing several runs in an experiment. Clicking each run lists its metrics,
artifacts and output details and lets the user post comments about the run.

3.2

MLflow Projects

MLflow Projects provide a simple format for packaging reproducible data science code. Each project is simply
a directory with code or a Git repository, and uses a descriptor file to specify its dependencies and how to run
the code. A MLflow Project is defined by a simple YAML file called MLproject, as shown below:
name: My Project
conda_env: conda.yaml
entry_points:
main:
parameters:
data_file: path
alpha: {type: float, default: 0.1}
command: "python train.py --reg-param {alpha} --data {data_file}"
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Projects can specify their dependencies through a Conda environment or (in an upcoming release) a Docker
container specification. A project may also have multiple entry points for invoking runs, with named parameters
that downstream users can provide without understanding the internals of the project.
Users can run projects using the mlflow run command line tool, either from local files or a Git repository:
mlflow run git@github.com:databricks/mlflow-example.git -P alpha=0.5

Alternatively, projects can be called programmatically using MLflow’s API. This can be used to implement
multi-step workflows or to pass projects a “black box” into automated tools such as hyperparameter search [3].
In either case, MLflow will automatically set up the project’s runtime environment and execute it. If the code
inside the project uses the MLflow Tracking API, MLflow will also remember the project version executed (that
is, the Git commit) and show an mlflow run command to re-execute it in its UI. Finally, MLflow projects
can also be submitted to cloud platforms such as Databricks for remote execution.

3.3

MLflow Models

MLflow Models are a convention for packaging machine learning models in multiple formats called “flavors”,
allowing diverse tools to understand the model at different levels of abstractions. MLflow also offers a variety
of built-in tools to deploy models in its standard favors. For example, the same model can be deployed as a
Docker container for REST serving, as an Apache Spark user-defined function (UDF) for batch inference, or
into cloud-managed serving platforms like Amazon SageMaker and Azure ML.
Each MLflow Model is simply stored as a directory containing arbitrary files and an MLmodel YAML file
that lists the flavors it can be used in and additional metadata about how it was created:
time_created: 2018-02-21T13:21:34.12
run_id: c4b65fc2c57f4b6d80c6e58a9dcb9f01
flavors:
sklearn:
sklearn_version: 0.19.1
pickled_model: model.pkl
python_function:
loader_module: mlflow.sklearn
pickled_model: model.pkl

In this example, the model can be used with tools that support either the sklearn or python function
model flavors. For example, the MLflow SciKit-Learn library knows how to load a sklearn model as a SciKitLearn Python object, but other deployment tools, such as running the model in a Docker HTTP server, only
understand lower-level flavors like python function. In addition, models logged using MLflow Tracking
APIs will automatically include a reference to that run’s unique ID, letting users discover how they were built.

4

Example Use Cases

In this section, we describe three sample MLflow use cases to highlight how users can leverage each component.
Experiment tracking. A European energy company is using MLflow to track and update hundreds of energy
grid models. This team’s goal is to build a time series model for every major energy producer (e.g., power plant)
and consumer (e.g., factory), monitor these using standard metrics, and combine the predictions to drive business
processes such as pricing. Because a single team is responsible for hundreds of models, possibly using different
ML libraries, it was important to have a standard development and tracking process. The team has standardized
on using Jupyter notebooks for development, MLflow Tracking for metrics, and Databricks jobs for inference.
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Reproducible projects. An online marketplace is using MLflow Projects to package deep learning jobs using
Keras and run them in the cloud. Each data scientist develops models locally on his or her laptop using a small
dataset, checks them into a Git repository with an MLproject file, and submits remote runs of the project to GPU
instances in the cloud for large-scale training or hyperparameter search. Using MLflow Projects makes it easy
to create the same software environment in the cloud and share project code between different data scientists.
Model packaging. The data science team at an e-commerce site is using MLflow Models to package recommendation models for use by application engineers. The technical challenge here was that the recommendation
application includes both a standard, “off-the-shelf” recommendation model and custom business logic for preand post-processing. For example, the application might include custom code to make sure that the recommended items are diverse. This business logic needs to change in sync with the model, and the data science team
wants to control both the business logic and the model, without having to submit a patch to the web application
each time this logic has to change. Moreover, the team wants to A/B test distinct models with distinct versions of
the processing logic. The solution was to package both the recommendation model and the custom logic using
the python function flavor in an MLflow Model, which can then be deployed and tested as a single unit.

5

Related Work

Many software systems aim to simplify ML development. The closest to our work are the end-to-end “ML
platforms” at large web companies. For example, Facebook’s FBLearner lets users write reusable workflow
steps that run over data in Apache Hive [6]; Uber’s Michelangelo gives users a toolkit of algorithms to choose
from that it can automatically train and deploy [11]; and Google’s TFX provides data preparation and serving
tools around TensorFlow [2]. Anecdotally, these platforms greatly accelerate ML development, showing the
benefits of standardizing the ML lifecycle. However, they generally restrict users to a specific set of algorithms
or libraries, so teams are on their own when they step outside these boundaries. Our goal in MLflow is to let
users easily bring their own tools and software in as many steps in the process as possible through our “open
interface” design. This includes custom training steps, inference code, and logged parameters and artifacts.
Other systems also tackle specific problems within the ML lifecycle. For example, Sacred [12], ModelDB [15] and TensorBoard [8] let users track experiments; PMML [9] and ONNX [14] are cross-library
model serialization formats; Clipper [3] can deploy arbitrary models as Docker containers; and CDE [10],
CodaLab [13], Binder [4] and Repo2Docker [7] enable reproducible software runs. MLflow combines these
concepts with new ones, such as multi-flavor model packaging, into a unified system design and API.

6

Conclusion

For machine learning to have widespread commercial impact, organizations require the same kinds of reliable
engineering processes around ML that exist in other engineering disciplines such as software development. In
this paper, we have described some of the key challenges that differentiate ML development from traditional
software development, such as experimentation, reproducibility, and reliable production deployment. We have
also described MLflow, a software platform that can structure the machine learning lifecycle while giving users
broad flexibility to use their own ML algorithms, software libraries and development processes. MLflow is
available as open source software at https://www.mlflow.org.
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